MANIFESTING 123
Workshop with author Ken Elliott
Full Moon Books

Saturday July 15, 1-6pm $35 per person

9106 W. 6th Ave Lakewood, CO 80215 (use Google GPS only) 303-233-MOON

It is incredibly rare that new,
core knowledge is discovered
in science, metaphysics or
other fields.
Join the author Ken Elliott in this
ground-breaking workshop as he
reveals something never written
about and fully explained until
now.

“All truths are easy
to understand once
they are
discovered.”
Galileo Galilei

In this remarkable workshop you will discover what
your thoughts have been creating, how it actually works
(the REAL Secret) and you will come away with your
empowering script to start making changes in your life
beginning now!

Make Manifesting Work For You!
What is contained in Manifesting 123 and you don’t need #3
is new information that is of paramount importance to
everyone and accessible to all. Ken will describe the observable
fact that our thoughts are continually taking form in the unseen,
near-physical world around us before they come into our lives.
You will come away with the sure knowledge of how to use this
great gift, your birthright.
For 15 years the author experienced sending numerous
objects in thought to those gifted enough to watch them
come into form in real time. All of the manifesting books up to
this point make the correct assumption of thoughts creating things
but until know, no one has described how thoughts literally
become reality.

This is the Real Secret that clearly explains the
Law of Attraction and Manifesting
Bring a friend and join us at this remarkable event!
Pay at the door or pre-reregister on the website:
www.manifesting123.com

Ken: 303-995-1611

Amazon #1
Bestseller!
Awarded First Place in the
New Age Category, Next
Generation Indy Book
Awards.
National Achievement and
Publishing Excellence
awards in the Self Help
categories.

